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Mark your calendars: July 11th. iPhone day.

With his characteristic charisma, Apple boss Steve Jobs stepped out on stage last week in front of an audience of Mac software developers, and announced that a new iPhone would be available world-wide on that date.

The software coders went wild, but they weren’t the only ones. There was also excitement in thousands of mobile phone shops where the device will go on sale. They know the tills are going to be busy that day, and for weeks and months to come.

Why? Because the iPhone (apple.com/uk/iphone) is aggressively priced, at just £99 plus a £30/month contract for the cheapest deal. And because supplies of the old model dried up weeks ago, helping to build up a tidal wave of demand that will keep growing until July 11th. On that day, Apple hopes all hell will break loose.

Jobs himself has made no secret of his ambition to sell 10 million iPhones by Christmas. Since the new phone will be on sale in dozens of countries at the same low price, there’s a good chance that he might.

But why is the iPhone so special? Why on earth do people get so excited about it? After all, mobile phone experts will happily tell you that it costs more than most phones or PDAs and doesn’t do as many things. 

The answer lies in the user interface. Detractors dismiss that as unimportant, but in the hands of real people it’s matters more than anything. The iPhone is successful because it’s a joy to use, and once someone picks it up, all they can say is “Wow.” The wow factor is what will get this machine selling by the truckload, irrespective of the price and the missing features.

+ Browse by topic +

The BBC has started an interesting new experiment called “Topics”. Go to bbc.co.uk/topics and you’ll see a shiny new page where various topics of interest are being aggregated together. The idea is that content dealing with one topic, place, or person is pulled in from wherever it was created across the BBC (and elsewhere on the web), and displayed on a single page.

For example, the Gordon Brown topic (www.bbc.co.uk/topics/gordon_brown) includes news stories about Mr Brown (always plenty of those), video and audio clips, and links to information about him on the official Number 10 web site. Crucially, all this data has been aggregated by computer algorithm, not by a human editor. There’s still lots of fine-tuning and testing to be done before the idea is spread further, but for the time being it’s an experiment worth watching.


+ It’s in the post +

Readers of a certain age will remember the good old days when people used to send real letters to each other, written with pens on pieces of paper. If you’re one of the many who’d like to recapture those days and get more proper post through letterbox, the Postcrossing (www.postcrossing.com) will appeal to you. 

It’s simple: sign up for free, and you’ll be given a random address to send a postcard to. Once your card is sent, your address will join the system and you’ll start getting cards. They might be from anyone, anywhere, and who knows what people you’ll encounter. Sounds like fun.


+ Old jokes home +

If you like this: 

“My wife’s gone to the Caribbean.”

“Jamaica?”

“No, she went of her own accord.”

Then you will love a new site at shewentofherownaccord.com, which exists solely to post as many similar jokes as its readers can come up with. And it’s smarter than it looks, because to fit the format, each joke must include a place name as it’s second line - and all those places are plotted on Google Maps. The result is jokes you can browse by location, as well as by date. And it’s very funny too. 


Browsing around ... Indiana Jones

:: The official Indy
http://www.indianajones.com/site/

:: The Indy wiki
indianajones.wikia.com/wiki/Main_Page

:: Crystal skulls are real
http://tinyurl.com/3opzwa

:: Find out what "nuke the fridge" means
www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=nuke+the+fridge

:: Legends of the Ark
www.nationalgeographic.com/history/ancient/ark-covenant.html

:: The ten best Indy moments
http://tinyurl.com/4npnr2
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